
Bankes Field Sleds
By Ron Bankes Marine Services Ltd

  (519) 586-2544  
                               

       If you’ve been searching for   
 a professional grade field sled

then your search is over!
Presenting to you the all new
Bankes Sleds. We designed
these sleds with you the
hunter in mind, that’s why we 

 made them wider than other sleds on the market, so not only will you
fit in them, but you will be comfortable for hours on end. The gentle slope of the front provides a perfect
backrest and leaves your head at just the right angle so you won’t have to strain your neck to see what’s on the
horizon. Unlike other “ground boxes” on the market, which are just that, boxes, these are designed like a sled,
so they are a snap to pull. The molded in runners on the bottom provide excellent tracking and strength as well
as making them easier to pull. The unique front design allows the sled to rise up and over obstacles with ease, at
any speed. Like all of our  products they are made out of tough, durable hand laid fiberglass with a molded in
gel coat finish, so you know they can take the abuse! Plus hand laying them allows us to keep them light, nearly
half the weight of  plastic ones, yet still amazingly strong. Couple all this with a low profile, easy to hide design
and you know that not only are you getting a superior designed, maintenance free unit, you’re getting one that
really works. With 3 different sizes we are sure to have just the right size for you.                                

                                                                                                                  Sizes & Specification                 

                                                                           4' - Perfect for transporting extra gear out to your 

                         favorite hunting spot, or to keep your dog      
                      dry and warm.  
                            Length - 48"                     Width - 25"
                            Depth - 10"                       Weight - 15 lbs.     

                                                    $ 225.00
        

                   6' - The ideal size for most applications. Easily     

                           fit most hunters yet is still light, portable        
                            and a great value. 
                            Length - 72"                     Width - 25"
                            Depth - 10"                       Weight - 25 lbs.

                                                  $ 275.00                            

                 8' - Perfect for transporting your full bodied     

        Standard Color is Olive Drab, but also available in                     decoys out  in the field, or for those hunters 
        White, perfect for Snow Goose Hunting                                      that need a little extra room 
                                                                                                           Length - 96"                    Width - 25"        
 For More Pictures Check out www.bankesboats.com                      Depth - 10"                      Weight - 35 lbs.       

                                                                    .                                                            $350.00
                                                       All prices are F.O.B. our factory, Port Rowan , Ontario, Canada                                                                                              

http://www.bankesboats.com

